
   

Guyanese born Bill King is the founder and Principal of the 

Nova Organizational Development Group (Nova Group 
Ltd.), a Management and Human Resources consulting com-

pany. A graduate of the Harvard School of Business, he has a 

Bachelor of Arts Degree as well as a Certificate in Personnel 

and Industrial Relations from the University of Toronto  

He works at all levels of the organization from Boards of Directors and executive 

management to front line employees. Bill also designs and facilitates strategic 

planning, leadership, labour relations and change management initiatives.  

In addition to his consulting work, Bill enjoys a solid reputation as a motivational 
and keynote speaker at conferences both nationally and internationally. His in-

sightful messages, along with his passion for leadership and people, are reflected 

in the high demand for these services.   

The world will stand aside for those with a compelling vision and a 

convincing plan for how to get there.  

Vision – or a picture of a future state that we are pursuing – is one of the 

most powerful tools in a leader’s toolkit. Far from being just consultant-

speak, Vision is what moves us all forward – improving, adapting, pro-

gressing, in a world constantly in flux.  

Vision as Dialogue 

Imagine the next time there was an election that the political leaders 

actually engaged the public in dialogue about substantive issues.  Far-

reaching, high-impact issues such as: access to a reliable supply of fresh 

water; how the country would ensure the workforce could provide high-

value services/products to the rest of the world; how we might ensure 

our elders are both listened to and cared for; how we can simultaneously 

sustain economic development and the environment upon which it de-

pends; and how we might contribute to the safety, security and sustain-

ability of the people..   

Imagine the next Board/CEO of your organization engaging employees, 

suppliers and other stakeholders about the substantive issues lying below 

the surface of most motivation “talk”. 

How will we generate enhanced value or improved cost/productivity 

with a 10 year-old production or IT system?  How can we sustain high 

quality programs/services delivery into the future when 30% of our 

workforce is due to retire in the next few years and there are no upcom-

ing/incoming people with their knowledge and experience in sight?   

Sometimes today, I think leaders are too busy being “careful” and avoid-

ing the difficult discussions, to truly be Visionary. Instead, let’s get our 

people and community focused on both the outcomes we aspire to 

achieve, and the real challenges that lie in our way. . 

Vision and Passion 

Like chicken and egg – does Vision come from passion or does passion 

result from Vision?  Either way, Vision and passion for moving forward 

against obstacles are closely linked. 

In scanning the network, identifying challenges and opportunities, seeing 

the dynamics at play and focusing on the outcomes to achieve, passion 

often wells-up inside participants in such a dialogue. To start to put pat-

terns together in a new way that are strangely recognizable yet never 

done before brings a warm glow inside and smile to the face. 

It is in focusing on outcomes and the results/benefits from achieving the 

Vision, that I become convinced about its value and resolute in its 

achievement.  This helps me suffer the self-doubts and doubts of others.  

This allows me to be flexible in its achievement as we trouble-shoot the 

obstacles, and it allows me to argue for its merits against the inevitable 

challenges to its validity. 

These are crucial aspects for a leader and their Vision.  Passion towards 

the Vision is what gets you to achievement when so many other forces 

would try to de-rail you.  As a leader you had better have passion for 

your Vision!  And, you must build the passion in others towards obtain-

ing the Vision too. 

Vision and Planning 

Vision is much more than a tick-box element in the annual planning 

process!  In many ways it is the sum-total of a richer, broader strategic 

thinking and network exploration endeavor. 

Vision is hopefully formed from a variety of knowledgeable inputs and 

framed by the pursuit of both uniqueness and sustained value. It surely 

comes from deep thought and thorough reflection. 

Vision is outcomes-focused and also seeks to “position” the organiza-

tion/community amid the dynamics of a complex and ever changing 

world. A Vision without a plan to get there is clearly difficult and not 

advisable; though a compelling Vision will almost always call-forth 

plans to get there.  A plan without Vision however, is neither engaging 

nor sustainable.  Yet, this is often what we see in organizations today – 

a short term focused business plan for yet another cycle, based upon 

status-quo assumptions. 

In building the planning process and timelines, it is advisable to start the 

“strategic thinking” component far in advance of the business 

plan/budgeting activities. This will allow for appropriate exploration, 

engagement, dialogue, reflection and ultimately Vision enunciation. If 

the Vision is already established, and the business planning/budgeting 

cycle is coming around again, there is still terrific value in making time 

for strategic thinking. In this case, the thinking can be around review of 

the dynamic forces that are at play, consideration of various scenarios 

for the future and how that might affect the existing Vision or plan. And 

finally, it can provide time to discuss how or whether the organization 

& Management is truly living the Vision. 

Vision at the Personal Level 

As a student, a vision for our profession or career helps us choose our 

university/college, then it drives every decision from course selection to 

study discipline to extracurricular involvement. Our youth often find 

this a difficult process as it is hard for them to imagine forward into a 

working world they have never been involved in.  

Once in the work world we build new visions – of our family, or dream 

home, or style of living to which we aspire. This further shapes our 

decision-making in career advancement choices, the choice of a mate 

(or not), the savings we make and major purchases. Again we revisit our 

assumptions of how “success” is defined. 

Some of us are caught up by advertising or magazines or media that 

drive us towards their definitions of success. Others are influenced by 

their employers, professional bodies, and family members. Still others 

look within and are guided by an inner sense of what “success” means. 

We all need a sense of purpose in our lives.   

We all need a sense of purpose in our work.   

The number one trait that distinguishes these exemplary leaders from 

others is, in fact, “energy” – the ability to manage their own energy as 

well as the ability to infuse others with energy. 

 

Leaders bring us that purpose, context, and also fire-up our energy, 

when they create in our mind’s eye a compelling picture of success, 

benefit and excitement in an achievable “future state”. 
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